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Psychotherapist and Zen teacher Koshin Paley Ellison gives
us a diagnosis for why we‘ve been unable to access
meaningful happiness and a prescription for how to reach
it. He introduces us to the eight roads, a time-tested map
for transforming everything from everyday interactions to
our most intimate relationships (especially the one with
ourselves). Walking these roads creates a kind of steady
pleasure that calms us, grounds us, and sustains us, making the bad times more easily borne and the good times
even better.
With his signature mix of storytelling and unexpected humor, Koshin uses examples from his own life as a young
gay kid dealing with abuse and discrimination to introduce mainstream readers to the eight roads for the first
time and rejuvenate it for those already familiar with Buddhist teachings on the eightfold path. It is an ancient cure
up to the challenge of addressing the dysfunction of our
times—and boy, do we need it.

Sensei Dr. Koshin Paley Ellison, MFA, LMSW, DMIN, has devoted his life to the study and application of psychotherapy and Buddhism in service of addressing cultural ills. An
author, Zen teacher, Jungian psychotherapist, and certified chaplaincy educator, he and his husband Robert
Chodo Campbell founded the New York Zen Center for
Contemplative Care, the first Zen-based organization to
offer fully accredited ACPE clinical chaplaincy training in
America. His work there has been featured in The New
York Times, Los Angeles Times, PBS, CBS Sunday Morning,
and many other media outlets. He and his husband are
also the subjects of the forthcoming documentary A Zen
Approach to Intimacy.
Koshin began his formal Zen training in 1987 as a gay
young adult looking for healing from sexual violence, family dysfunction, and discrimination. He is a prominent figure in the American Buddhist landscape and a frequent
media contributor on Buddhism, meditation, and mindfulness. He is the author of Wholehearted (Wisdom Publications, 2019), the co-editor of Awake at the Bedside (Wisdom Publications, 2016), and runs the Zencare
Podcast.
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GCP Balance (Hachette), Fall 2022
Proposal available
Rights represented: World
(UK rights with publisher)

The home is where lifelong attitudes are rooted and affirmed. Where children learn the values that will inform how
they move through the world.
What does ―a place to belong‖ mean? It means intentionally creating a space where children can clearly see themselves and others, a home where self-awareness, celebration, and kinship are the norm. While messages on diversity,
inclusion, and equity can get mired down in polarizing ideologies, A Place to Belong begins with the fundamentally
nonsectarian premise that parents love their children, value
their communities, and want the best for both. This book is a
joyful ode to childhood, a time of exponential emotional
growth, and to the home, the treasured space where we
form our first attachments and perspectives on the world.
Amber journeyed from a cookie-cutter approach to parenting and education that left her children feeling unacknowledged and invisible to discovering the magic of a culturally
rich and inclusive learning environment. Not only is she the
ideal person to write a book that builds bridges, right now
she is one of the only mothers of color with a platform of
credibility and ownership that sits squarely at the intersection of traditional schooling, homeschooling, and cultural
celebration without alienation. Along with advice and inspiration, this veteran homeschooling mom of four offers a
path forward for parents of all backgrounds who are craving a lifegiving home that fosters values of equity and antiracism.

Amber O'Neal Johnston shares her observations on
education, living books, and worldschooling at HeritageMom.com. Her Heritage Packs have become go-tos for
families looking to enrich and diversify their home library
and curricula. She is a regular contributor within the Wild +
Free community and a frequent podcast guest and conference speaker. She lives in the Atlanta metropolitan area
with her husband and their four children.
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TarcherPerigee, June 2022
Proposal available
Rights represented: World

When you are in your element, you feel an amazing flow.
You shine. You feel energized and alive. Your gifts and
talents create abundance. You feel confident and
authentic. You have a deep sense that you are fulfilling the
deeper meaning and purpose of your life. In Our Element
teaches you how to align with the Five Elements to regain
your footing in challenging times, tap into your latent
potential, and find your flow.
In Our Element introduces the Five Elements - Water, Wood,
Fire, Earth, and Metal - as a system for understanding our
cycles and rhythms as part of a great and mysterious
universal design. This book unlocks this mystery, guiding you
as you work with these powerful forces of nature as
gateways to mental, emotional and spiritual health.
Too often in recent times, holistic healing practices have
been siloed off as the domain of privileged white women,
when in fact these practices originate in Brown cultures.
Lindsay's perspective reflects over a decade of working
with communities of color and a deep conviction that these
vibrant archetypal forces belong to ALL of us.
Lindsay Fauntleroy is a Brooklyn-based acupuncturist and
educator who was introduced to mind-body medicine
during her journey to fertility. When modern medicine told
her it would be impossible for her to get pregnant, Lindsay
turned to indigenous ways of healing. Lindsay founded
Oceans & Rivers, now celebrating its tenth anniversary, to
support others on a similar journey to physical and
emotional wellness, meaningful transformation, and
personal evolution.
In addition to her clinical practice, Lindsay provides
emerging healers across the US with training in the Five
Elements and plant medicine through her comprehensive
practitioner certification training and workshops. Lindsay‘s
Five-Element-based curriculum engages New York City high
-school students in mind-body practices for emotional selfawareness and academic success. Lindsay‘s line of flower
essence remedies, the Elementals, can be found in retail
outlets and wellness apothecaries both nationally and
internationally.
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Llewellyn, first half 2022
Proposal available
Rights represented: World

Death and money. Two of the most taboo topics we'll ever
grapple with, yet two of the most vital. In Taking Stock: What
the Dying Can Teach Us About Financial Independence,
Real Wealth, and the Power of Enough, hospice doctor and
financial expert Jordan Grumet shares the transformative
insights he's gleaned on both subjects from his work tending
to the living and the dying.
Combining the hard-earned wisdom of Bronnie Ware's Top
Five Regrets of the Dying and the financial strategy of Vicki
Robin's classic Your Money or Your Life (Robin has agreed to
write the foreword), Taking Stock offers readers new ways of
defining abundance and freedom, allowing them to create
a life of real wealth before it's too late.
Sitting with the dying helped Grumet take a critical look at
the
conventional
wisdom
surrounding
financial
independence, while his experience as a successful
podcaster within the FIRE community made him realize that
many of our most common money habits can actually drive
behavior that leads to dissatisfaction, stress, and depression.
In fact, far too often we use material wealth to placate our
fear of dying. By taking a more balanced and personal
approach to our bottom line, we begin to realize that
money isn't the only thing that compounds. Experience
compounds. The time and energy we put into our
relationships compounds, as does joy. As Grumet's patients
share with him the investments they're most proud of and
those they most regret, we gain a profound understanding
of time's fleeting nature, what a lasting legacy looks like,
and the power of finally getting to "enough."

Jordan Grumet is an internal medicine physician who specializes in hospice and palliative care. In the midst of midcareer burnout, his discovery of the financial independence
community led to a second vocation as a financial expert,
podcaster, and writer. He is the host of the award-winning
Earn & Invest podcast. He lives with his wife and two children in Evanston, IL.
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On submission
Proposal available

The Classic Rinzai Zen Manual
Introduction to Zen Training is a translation of the Sanzen
Nyumon, a foundational text for beginning meditation
students by Omori Sogen—one of the foremost Zen
teachers of the twentieth century.
This book addresses many of the questions which arise
when someone first embarks on a journey of Zen
meditation—ranging from how long to sit at one time to
how to remain mindful when not sitting—and it concludes
with commentaries on two other fundamental Zen
texts, Zazen Wasen (The Song of Meditation) and the OxHerding Pictures.
As a master swordsman, Omori Sogen's approach to Zen is
direct, physical, and informed by the rigorous tradition of
Zen and the martial arts that flourished during Japan's
samurai era. For him, the real aim of Zen is nothing short of
Enlightenment—and Introduction to Zen Training is a
roadmap in which he deals as adeptly with hundreds of
years of Zen scholarship as he does with the mundane
practicalities of meditation.
Sogen prescribes a level of rigor and intensity in spiritual
training that goes far beyond wellness and relaxation, and
that is rarely encountered. His is a kind of spiritual
warriorship he felt was direly needed in the middle of the
twentieth century and that is no less necessary today.
With a new foreword from Daihonzan Chozen-ji, the
headquarters Zen temple established by Omori Sogen in
Hawaii, this book is an essential text for every student of
Zen meditation.
Omori Sogen (1904-1994) was a respected teacher and
advisor to the Japanese Cabinet. After WWII, he entered
the priesthood in the Tenryu-ji Rinzai lineage. For 40 years
he taught swordsmanship, calligraphy and Zen meditation,
while writing 20 books and serving as a court magistrate,
eventually becoming president of the principal Rinzai
university in Japan, Hanazono Daigaku. He established the
International Zen Dojo in Hawaii and founded Chozen-ji in
Honolulu—the first headquarters temple for Rinzai Zen
outside Japan.
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Tuttle
February 2020
Finished copies available, 288 pp
Rights represented: World

Mommysattva is an ode to the path of enlightenment that is
motherhood. Individuals who dedicate their lives to being
of benefit to others are known as bodhisattvas. They vow to
work with their own minds to develop wisdom and compassion but delay their own enlightenment out of concern for
and interconnectedness with all living beings. Whether or
not she intends to, and regardless of whether or not she‘s
Buddhist, a woman who becomes a mother takes the vow
to be of benefit to others. She becomes a mommysattva: a
warrior of compassion, wisdom, and lovingkindness.
With the role of mother so universal and so integral to the
mental and physical wellbeing of the earth‘s inhabitants,
and if so many of us are experiencing the same struggles,
why do we continue to feel isolated, undervalued, and unseen? Why do we not recognize motherhood as the transformational path to awakening that it is and connect with
other mothers as divine and powerful sisters?
The solution lies in recognizing the mommysattva. She understands the full importance of the responsibility she has
assumed. She is invested in working with her own confusion,
uncertainty, and difficulty. She craves what is real, wishes to
discover the nature of reality, desires to get to the heart of
the matter, and is not afraid of the struggle, pain, and true
joy required to do so.
Jenna Hollenstein, MS, RDN, CDN, is a non-diet dietitian who
helps people struggling with chronic dieting, disordered
eating, and eating disorders. She uses a combination of Intuitive Eating, mindfulness techniques, and meditation to
help her clients move toward greater peace, health, and
wellness. Jenna's private practice is located in New York
City where she consults with clients in person and virtually.
Jenna is a Registered Dietitian Nutritionist (RDN) and a Certified Dietitian Nutritionist (CDN) in New York State. She has a
Bachelors degree in Nutrition from Penn State, a Masters
degree in Nutrition from Tufts University, is a Certified Intuitive
Eating Counselor and an Open Heart Project meditation
guide. In 2018, Jenna joined the board of The Center for
Mindful Eating. Jenna teaches at mindfulness retreats in the
United States and France. She has been featured in U.S.
News & World Report, Health, Mindful, Vogue, Elle, Glamour
and Fox News.
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Lionheart Press, May 2021
Edited ms available, 275 pp
Rights represented: World

Eat to Love is a joyful, non-diet approach to mindfulness,
intuitive eating, and falling in love with the body you live in.
In Eat to Love, nutritionist Jenna Hollenstein leads a spiritual
revolution against pervasive attitudes towards food and
dieting, and demonstrates how to free your mind from the
fear, frustration, and shame often associated with eating.
Through a series of revelatory exercises, along with simple
instructions for time-proven mindfulness and meditation
techniques, you‘ll learn to identify prejudices around
eating and reset your relationship with food.
Eat to Love is not a diet book, not a ―clean eating‖
manual, and not a guide to ―being your best self.‖ Rather,
it is a liberating path to sanity, and to loving the body you
have right now.
Since early childhood, many of us have heard that
something is wrong with our bodies: with the way they look,
the way they feel and the food we crave. This diet culture-surrounding us in the form of media, fashion, food trends,
and even messages from friends and family--tells us that
the only way to be happy is to be thin and to rigidly follow
the latest eating dogma. Eat to Love challenges this
insidious, pervasive messaging and resets your relationship
with food from one that‘s shameful to one that‘s
nourishing, liberating, and enriching.
Jenna Hollenstein, MS, RDN, CDN, is a non-diet dietitian
who helps people struggling with chronic dieting,
disordered eating, and eating disorders. She uses a
combination of Intuitive Eating, mindfulness techniques,
and meditation to help her clients move toward greater
peace, health, and wellness. Jenna's private practice is
located in New York City where she consults with clients in
person and virtually. Jenna is a Registered Dietitian
Nutritionist (RDN) and a Certified Dietitian Nutritionist (CDN)
in New York State. She has a Bachelors degree in Nutrition
from Penn State, a Masters degree in Nutrition from Tufts
University, is a Certified Intuitive Eating Counselor and an
Open Heart Project meditation guide. In 2018, Jenna
joined the board of The Center for Mindful Eating. Jenna
teaches at mindfulness retreats in the United States and
France. She has been featured in U.S. News & World
Report, Health, Mindful, Vogue, Elle, Glamour and Fox
News.
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Lionheart Press
January 2019
Finished copies available, 250 pp
Rights represented: World
France:
Vietnam:

Leduc
Hoy Hoang Cultural Joint
Stock Company

"Susan Piver consistently offers what so many of us seek: A
generous, caring, loving teacher, someone with an open
heart and a clear mind, eager to help us find our own way
forward."
—Seth Godin
Broken hearts, resentment, affairs, divorce. Why is it so hard
to make relationships work? New York Times bestselling
author and mindfulness expert Susan Piver applies classic
Buddhist wisdom to modern romance, including her own
long-term relationship, to show that ancient philosophies
have timeless—and unexpected—wisdom on how to love.
The Four Noble Truths of Love will challenge the
expectations you have about dating, sex, and romance,
liberating you from the habits, traumas, and expectations
that have been holding back your relationships. This
mindful approach toward love will help you open your
heart fearlessly, deepen communications with your
partner, increase your compassion and resilience, and
lead you toward a path of true happiness. You have
nothing to lose and everything to gain: expansive, real
love for yourself and others.

Susan Piver is the New York Times bestselling author of nine
books, including the award-winning "How Not to Be Afraid
of Your Own Life", "The Wisdom of a Broken Heart", and
"Start Here Now: An Open-Hearted Guide to the Path and
Practice of Meditation". Her new book is "The Four Noble
Truths
of
Love: Buddhist
Wisdom for
Modern
Relationships" (June 2018). Piver has been a practicing
Buddhist since 1995 and graduated from a Buddhist
seminary in 2004. She is an internationally acclaimed
meditation teacher, known for her ability to translate
ancient practices into modern life. Her work has been
featured on the Oprah show, TODAY, CNN, and in the New
York Times, Wall Street Journal, MONEY, and others. In 2011,
she launched the Open Heart Project, the largest virtual
mindfulness community in the world.

Lionheart Press
June 2018
Finished copies available, 194 pp
Rights represented: World
Germany:
Thailand:
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Arkana
ThaiHa Books

From the award-winning podcast ChooseFI, credited with
sparking the Financial Independence Movement that is
sweeping the globe.
If you are in debt, bad with money, or looking for a straightforward way to take command of your finances, this book is
for you. This isn't just another personal finance book or
budgeting guide telling you how to live like someone
else. This book will give you the framework for success from
dozens of people who have found their own path to financial independence.
CHOOSE FI: Your Blueprint to Financial Independence
makes managing your money simple, accessible, and actionable.
Anyone can follow these simple, common-sense lessons the key is to take action! Get started on your path to Financial Independence today.
The ChooseFI podcast started in early 2017 out of Jonathan‘s living room in a Richmond, VA suburb. The ChooseFI
network has grown to 3+ million downloads, listeners in 169
different countries and 140+ ChooseFI local groups with ‗in
real life‘ meetups on 5 continents. It has quickly become
one of the most highly rated and largest personal finance
podcasts in iTunes.
Chris Mamula regularly writes about financial independence while expanding the conversation around what retirement is and can be at CanIRetireYet.com. His articles have
been featured on MarketWatch, DoughRoller, and Business
Insider.
Brad Barrett is the co-host of the Choose FI podcast and
lives in Richmond, VA, with his wife and two young daughters. He‘s a CPA who left the corporate world in 2015 thanks
to 15 years of diligent savings and the passive income he
earns from his websites.
Jonathan Mendonsa lives in Richmond VA with his wife, son
and two dogs. He enjoys travel rewards, coffee, and board
games and calls himself a ―reluctant frugalist‖ and not a
natural saver.

Taiwanese rights sold to Streamer

Choose FI Media, October 2019
Finished copies available: 292pp
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"How Will Your Kids Reach Financial Independence?"
That's the question Doug Nordman and his spouse heard at
so many personal-finance meetups and conferences. They
finally asked their daughter, Carol Pittner: "What do you remember about us teaching you to manage your money?"
Carol lit up with her stories, and now they're sharing them
with your family.
Pittner and Nordman show you how to motivate your kids to
manage their money. They'll make lots of mistakes. When
you start teaching them at a young age, though, their mistakes are a lot smaller (and cheaper) than years later when
they're in the workforce. Raising Your Money-Savvy Family
For Next-Generation Financial Independence will help you
learn to validate their feelings about money, talk through
their mistakes, and think of better ways to manage their
money the next time. Later you'll help them find their own
motivations to earn, save, and invest.
This is not just another parenting manual or childdevelopment textbook. Doug Nordman and Carol Pittner
share their stories in a back-and-forth narrative that helps
you see how your kids might perceive your parenting. They
show you what worked for them (and what didn't) and
they'll give you actionable ideas to try with your family.
Doug Nordman retired at age 41 after 20 years with the U.S.
Navy‘s submarine force, and today is an enthusiastic surfer,
an omnivorous reader, a martial arts student, and a veteran
of many chaotic home-improvement projects. With his retired Navy Reserve spouse, they raised their daughter, Carol
Pittner, in Hawaii.
Carol Pittner was born and raised in Hawaii. She graduated
from Rice University with a degree in Civil Engineering, and
then joined the U.S. Navy. Carol has sailed thousands of
miles around the world on multiple surface ships and is a
passionate surfer.
@

Choose FI Media, Sept 2020
Finished copies available, 204pp

"A POWERFUL WORK OF SPIRITUALITY AND ANTI-RACISM"—
Publishers Weekly
"IF YOU READ ONE BOOK IN 2020, MAKE IT THIS ONE."—
Tricycle
From meditation expert Sebene Selassie, You Belong is a
call to action, exploring our tangled relationship with
belonging, connection, and each other
You are not separate. You never were. You never will be.
We are not separate from each other. But we don‘t always
believe it, and we certainly don‘t always practice it. In fact,
we often practice the opposite—disconnection and
domination. From unconscious bias to ―cancel culture,‖
denial of our inherent interconnection limits our own
freedom.
In You Belong, much-admired meditation expert Sebene
Selassie reveals that accepting our belonging is the key to
facing the many challenges currently impacting our world.
Using ancient philosophy, multidisciplinary research,
exquisite storytelling, and razor-sharp wit, Selassie leads us in
an exploration of all the ways we separate (and thus suffer)
and offers a map back to belonging.
To belong is to experience joy in any moment: to feel
pleasure, dance in public, accept death, forgive what
seems unforgivable, and extend kindness to yourself and
others. To belong is also to acknowledge injustice, reckon
with history, and face our own shadows. Full of practical
advice and profound revelations, You Belong makes a
winning case for resisting the forces that demand
Sebene Selassie has studied Buddhism for more than twenty
-five years and received a BA from McGill University and an
MA from the New School, where she focused on Buddhism,
Hinduism, cultural studies, and race. She is a graduate of
the Community Dharma Leaders Program at Spirit Rock
Meditation Center, and of the Professional Coaching
Course training program at New Ventures West. A native of
Ethiopia, she lives in Brooklyn, New York.

HarperOne, August 2020
Finished copies available, 256 pp
Rights represented: World
(UK rights with publisher)
Lithuanian:
French:
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Alma Littera
Editions Leduc

*** Over 250,000 copies sold ***
“A revolutionary book on stock investing (and good
finance in general.”
—Peter Adeney (Mr. Money Mustache)
“Every investor should read this book and absorb its
wisdom.”
—Jesse Mecham, founder and CEO, You Need a Budget
Since money is the single most powerful tool we have for
navigating this complex world we‘ve created,
understanding it is critical. Unfortunately, benign neglect of
things financial leaves you open to the charlatans of the
financial world. These people make investing endlessly
complex because if it can be ma de complex it becomes
more profitable for them, more expensive for us, and we
are forced into their waiting arms.
Here‘s an important truth: Complex investments exist only
to profit those who create and sell them. Not only are they
more costly to the investor, they are less effective. The
approach created by Collins and presented in The Simple
Path to Wealth is not only easy to understand and
implement, it is more powerful than any other.
The Simple Path to Wealth covers:
 Debt: Why you must avoid it and what to do if you
have it
 How to think about money, and the unique way
understanding this is key to building your wealth
 What the stock market really is and how it really works
 Why the stock market always goes up and why most
people still lose money investing in it
 How to invest in a raging bull, or bear, market
 What the 4% rule is and how to use it to safely spend
your wealth
 What financial independence looks like and how to
have your money support you
JL Collins, blogger at jlcollinsnh.com, is the author of the
hugely influential ―Stock Series‖ (nearly 2 million page views
per year), a veritable Bible for the financial independence
and retire early (FIRE) community and anyone interested in
creating and maintaining wealth simply, easily, and
effectively.
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Finished books available; 265 pp
Audio: Audible
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Taiwan: Spring

Bust through creative blocks and ignite innovative
problem-solving with this toolkit for creative experimentation featuring 50 prompt cards.
What if finding inspiration was merely a matter of gazing
through a different lens or trying out a new tool? Kickstart
Creativity is a deck of 50 cards–each with a creative exercise–designed to prompt unexpected ways of thinking.
At the start of a personal challenge or work project, draw
three cards from this deck and reflect on how the spread
relates to your current situation. Choose anaction card to
learn a new skill, a perspective card to see the world in a
novel way, and an intention card to influence more meaningful and mindful choices.
Kickstart Creativity can be used by individuals or by groups
of teachers, students, co-workers, and other collaborators
as an antidote to creative block. With insights from trailblazing rule-breakers and cultural philosophies from bygone eras, Kickstart Creativity will shift your attention away
from the pressure of productivity and toward the path to
creative freedom.

Clarkson Potter
February 2021
Bonnie Smith Whitehouse, Ph.D., is Professor of English at
Belmont University in Nashville, Tennessee and the author
of the walking journal Afoot and Lighthearted. She lives in
Nashville with her husband and their two sons.
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Edited manuscript available: 67pp
Rights represented: World
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Connect to your intuition, expand your mind, and cultivate
a heart "as light as a feather" with Everyday Amenti, a
beautiful guided journal from the author and illustrator behind the Amenti Oracle.
From author Jennifer Sodini, founder of Evolve and Ascend,
and illustrator Natalee Miller, comes Everyday Amenti -- an
interactive guide to embodying the ideals of truth and balance. Based on their bestselling Amenti Oracle deck, this
beautiful guided journal invites you to discover modern,
personalized ways to embody the timeless wisdom of the
ancient world.
With 52 prompts -- one for each week of the year -- Everyday Amenti uses the 42 ideals of Ma'at, 7 hermetic principles, and 3 alchemical principles to craft actionable steps
for creating a more intuitive, connected existence. Modern seekers will find stunning images, encouraging and informative sidebars, and soul-nourishing guidance for building a life of purpose and magic.
As the founder of Evolve and Ascend, author Jennifer Sodini has key connections in the mystical media to promote
this project. Evolve and Ascend's highly engaged platform
(web: 250-500K views per month; FB: 500K+ followers, 10-20
million weekly views; Twitter: 63K followers; Instagram: 30K
followers) also provide ample opportunities for promotion.

Jennifer Sodini is an author, public speaker, and the founder of the conscious media platform Evolve and Ascend.
Through her travels and research she has visited some of
the world's most sacred esoteric places, including Egypt,
Nepal, Tibet, and Bhutan. A lifelong student of the occult,
perennial philosophy, and the Secret Teaching of All Ages,
she now shares her knowledge through a wide variety of
endeavors.
Natalee Miller is an East Coast native whose work draws
heavily on the themes of mysticism and divine femininity.
Largely self-taught, her artistic practice is influenced by the
sub-cultures of the 80s and 90s, the Art Nouveau and Art
Deco movements, ancient civilizations, and astrology,
among others.
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Edited ms available
Rights represented: World
(UK rights with publisher)

―What does it mean to be a ‗good‘ parent in an age of
over-parenting? And why do so many of us assume if we
just do everything ‗right,‘ we can make the ‗perfect,‘
baby? With immense tenderness, intelligence, and humor,
Heather Lanier explores these questions. The result is an
arresting and beautiful book about the transformative
power of unconditional love. Everyone should read it.‖
—Kim Brooks, author of Small Animals
Award-winning writer Heather Lanier's memoir about
raising a child with a rare syndrome, defying the tyranny of
normal, and embracing parenthood as a spiritual practice
that breaks us open in the best of ways.
Like many women of her generation, Heather Lanier did
everything by the book when she was expecting her first
child. She ate organic foods, recited affirmations, and
drew up a birth plan for an unmedicated labor in the
hopes that she could create a SuperBaby, an ultra-healthy
human
destined
for
a
high-achieving
future.
But her daughter Fiona challenged all of Lanier's
preconceptions. Born with an ultra-rare syndrome known
as Wolf-Hirschhorn, Fiona received a daunting prognosis:
she would experience significant developmental delays
and might not reach her second birthday. Not only had
Lanier failed to produce a SuperBaby, she now fiercely
loved a child that the world would sometimes reject. The
diagnosis obliterated Lanier's perfectionist tendencies,
along with her most closely held beliefs about certainty,
vulnerability, God, and love.
Loving Fiona opens Lanier up to new understandings of
what it means to be human, what it takes to be a mother,
and above all, the aching joy and wonder that come from
embracing the unique life of her rare girl.
Heather Lanier is an essayist, memoirist, and poet. Her
nonfiction has appeared in Salon, The Southern Review,
The Threepenny Review, Fourth Genre, Brevity, Vela, and
elsewhere. She has received an Ohio Arts Council
Individual Excellence Award and a Vermont Creation
Grant. A graduate of Ohio State University's MFA program,
she's now an Assistant Professor of Creative Nonfiction at
Rowan University. Her TED talk, "'Good' and 'Bad' Are
Incomplete Stories We Tell Ourselves," has been viewed
over two million times.
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